Mobile embedded systems are everywhere in our everyday lives and driving an information revolution. Hence, it is critical to defend mobile embedded system against malicious attack due to their usage in military and critical commercial applications such as telehealth, battleship, router, aircraft, etc. A hostile penetration in such facilities could cause dramatic damage. It is known that buffer overflow attacks have been causing serious security problems. More than 50% of today’s widely exploited vulnerabilities are caused by buffer overflow, and the ratio is increasing over time. I proposed a hardware/software codesign method called HSDefender to solve the buffer overflow problem. Combining hardware/compiler, HSDefender provides different levels of strength to solve two types of attacks: For the most common stack smashing attacks, HSDefender provides a complete protection. For the function pointer attack, it makes a hacker extremely hard to change a function pointer leading to his hostile code. And system is hard to be crashed even it is compromised. With little overhead, HSDefender provide an efficient method for a system integrator to check if a component has been protected. Partial of our results was published in IEEE Transaction on Computers.
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